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Jia Long had the same thoughts as those people. Although this spirit piglet was a little strange, it wasn’t 

a match for the Spirit Python. Yun Chujiu, you’re dead! 

 

 

Yun chujiu smiled. “Sigh, a piglet is too lonely. Come, Piglet No. 2, Go!” 

 

 

Following Yun Chujiu’s words, another spirit piglet pounced on the spirit Python. 

 

 

Everyone immediately cried out in surprise, “Oh my God, why is there another spirit piglet? Could it be 

that this spirit piglet is a mid-grade material transformation technique? Not a high-grade material 

transformation technique?” 

 

 

“That’s not right, that spirit piglet clearly has intelligence?” 

 

 

“F * ck! Oh My God! Isn’t Yun Chujiu at the fifth level of the spirit sect? Not to mention a high-grade 

material transformation technique, even a mid-grade material transformation technique can only be 

mastered by a spirit Saint!” 

 

 

“What, what is going on? Could it be that Yun chujiu has the cultivation of a spirit paragon?” 

 

 



“Stop bullshitting! How is that possible? How Old is she? It’s impossible! Besides, if we can’t see her true 

cultivation, can’t those mighty figures see it too?” 

 

 

“You’re right. Then what is going on? It’s really strange! However, even if there are two little piggies, 

they won’t be a match for that Spirit Python. After all…” 

 

 

The person stopped abruptly because Yun Chujiu, who was on the stage, said with a smile, “How can 

two be enough? Piglets three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, and ten, come at me together!” 

 

 

A group of spirit power piglets pounced on the Spirit Power Python! 

 

 

Jia Long was dumbfounded! 

 

 

A group of spirit power piglets? 

 

 

Even if it was an intermediate materialized spell, it wouldn’t be able to release so many spirit power 

beasts? How was this possible? 

 

 

Not only him, the host, the judge, and everyone below the stage were all stunned! 

 



 

They had never heard of anyone being able to release so many spirit beasts in one go. This Yun Chujiu 

was simply not human! She was a monster! 

 

 

She could refine pills, make talismans, and tame beasts. Even her spiritual energy physical 

transformation technique was so freakish. Would you let us ordinary people live? You are too freakish! 

 

 

Just as Jia Long was in a daze, five spiritual energy piglets suddenly gave up on the spiritual energy 

python and pounced towards his vital points! 

 

 

Jia Long was shocked and quickly activated his spiritual energy shield. The five spiritual energy piglets lay 

on top of the spiritual energy shield and began to gnaw. As the amount of spiritual energy absorbed 

increased, the size of the spiritual energy piglets became more and more solid, and they became more 

and more agile. 

 

 

Jia Long quickly took out his nine cauldrons kui long blade and removed the spiritual energy shield. After 

that, he went to attack the spiritual energy piglets. Although the spiritual energy piglets had some 

intelligence, they still could not Dodge Jia Long’s attack very nimbly, very soon, they were scattered by 

Jia Long. 

 

 

Before Jia Long could let out a sigh of relief, he saw Yun chujiu shout clearly, “Look at the hidden 

weapons!” 

 

 



Jia Long was shocked. He saw Yun chujiu shooting several small purple needles at him. Jia Long felt 

relieved. He thought it was some hidden weapons, but it turned out to be just some small needles. Yun 

Chujiu’s spiritual energy materialization technique was different from others, they were all strange and 

strange. 

 

 

Jia long thought to himself, although this small spiritual energy needle was rare, its attack power must 

be very weak. I have lost face just now, so I might as well use this small spiritual energy needle to look 

for it. Therefore, Jia Long saw the small purple needle shooting over, so he stretched out his hand, he 

pinched all the little purple needles with his fingers and then laughed arrogantly. “Darn girl, return it 

to…” 

 

 

Before Jia long could say the word “You,”the little purple needles in his hands exploded one after 

another. Jia Long’s entire right arm was blown away! 

 


